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CAREER CENTRAL

The Department of Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science (https://www.cems.umn.edu) 
at the University of Minnesota seeks to fill 
one full-time faculty position at the Assistant 
Professor (tenure-track), Associate Professor 
(tenured) or Professor (tenured) level. 

Outstanding candidates with a PhD degree in 
any area related to chemical engineering and 
materials science will be considered. Of particular 
priority are the areas of biological engineering, 
catalysis and reaction engineering, and 
electrochemistry/electrochemical engineering. 
Candidates should have a distinguished 
academic and research record and a commitment 
to teaching in a highly interdisciplinary 
department and contributing to its diversity 
and excellence.

The successful candidate will be expected 
to carry out vigorous programs of original 
research at a world-class level, advise graduate 
students, teach a broad range of undergraduate 
and graduate courses in the Department of 
Chemical Engineering and Materials Science 
(CEMS), and participate in Departmental and 
University governance.

Applications consisting of a cover letter, CV 
(including a list of publications), research 
statement, teaching statement, and a list of 
three references must be submitted online. 
Visit https://humanresources.umn.edu/jobs 
and search for the appropriate posting 
#337504. Review of applications will begin 
immediately. The position is conditional on 
availability of funds, and the precise start date 
could be negotiated. 

The University of Minnesota provides equal access 
to and opportunity in its programs, facilities, and 
employment without regard to race, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, gender, age, marital status, 
disability, public assistance status, veteran status, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender 
expression. To learn more about diversity at the U: 
https://diversity.umn.edu.

Chemical Engineering and 
Materials Science
University of Minnesota

TENURE-TRACK OR TENURED 

FACULTY POSITION 

The Materials Research Society has a journal for every 
materials topic and stage of research.

PUBLISH WITH MRS!

•  MRS Advances reports snapshots of work in progress on key materials topics identified by 
MRS Meeting programming.

•  Accepts Contributed Articles and Invited Reviews.   

mrs.org/mrs-advances

•  MRS Communications publishes materials research that is impactful, urgent,  
and of broad interest to the materials community. 

•  Accepts Research Letters and Prospective Articles— forward-looking authoritative 
assessments of specific topics.  

mrs.org/mrc

•  Journal of Materials Research publishes advances in new materials and novel 
functionalities and development of performance improvements relative to state of the art. 

•  Accepts full-length Research Articles and Reviews. 

mrs.org/jmr

•  MRS Bulletin provides thematic materials overviews, original research and review articles, research 
news, industry and policy developments, and MRS and materials community news and events.

•  Accepts Theme Topics, Original Research and Review Articles by invitation or proposal.  
Also accepts recommendations for materials news and other features.

mrs.org/bulletin

•  MRS Energy & Sustainability addresses broad perspectives in energy and sustainability as 
they relate to the impact of materials research on society. 

•  Accepts Review and Original Research Articles, Commentaries and Perspectives  
by proposal or invitation.  

mrs.org/energy-sustainability-journal

mrs.org/publications-news
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